Mr & Mrs Moseley
April 2017
Everyone we have spoken to have said it was a really good wedding and thoroughly enjoyed it and so did we. The room turn
around were flawless and everything looked perfect. Thank you for everything
Hayley Moseley
Mr & Mrs Prince
May 2017
We would like to thank all the staff at Hilton Brighton Metropole for making our wedding breakfast truly memorable! We were
so in awe of what you did for us, and the outstanding way that you decorated our wedding breakfast function suite, my new
husband had to improvise on his grooms speech as all he could do was look at the room taken back that this was all done for
us. As for the
staff on the day that attended to our needs, you made us feel very special and we are truly grateful.
Chris Prince
Mr & Mrs Best
June 2017
Morning Sarah just to let you know we had an amazing day and night Saturday everything went so smoothly and the staff were
amazing everyone said how lovely the food was and the room. Can't thank you enough on plane now speak again soon.
Alison and Gary Best
Mr & Mrs Barber
May 2017
We first came to see the Hilton in July 2016. We were struggling with picking a venue and came to see the hotel a couple of
times. I loved the chandelier in the centre of the ceiling and in December we decided we wanted to get married locally and
decided on the Hilton Brighton Metropole. After booking I had heard great things that Hilton events were better so was
pleased with my choice.
After booking the venue I was assigned Sarah Day as our coordinator. She was brilliant from the very beginning! I had a lot of
questions so bless her she had to respond to me a lot but that was never any problem.
We went to the hotel for tasting sessions which was fantastic. The service was brilliant & the food was presented very well. All
the dishes we tried tasted amazing so it was very tough to pick. I had several meetings with Sarah & the day before I got to
meet Martin who would also be there on the big day. Nothing was too much trouble for them! They ran through everything
with me the night
before, even getting chairs out to check how I wanted everything laid out.
On the day they were both there doing everything they could to make the day as amazing as possible. Nothing was too much
trouble and they went out of their way to help, one guest ended up with no starter somehow but they provided the guest with
a free drink which quite frankly I think he preferred. The staff would just appear with a drink for the groom & I which was
greatly appreciated.
Everything was run to time with no issues what so ever & the clearing of tables in the evening was very swift.
We upgraded to one of the suites for the night before & Sarah kindly arranged this for the night of the wedding as well. With
wine in the room to! It was well worth it as the view was beautiful & it provided so much room for getting ready. These were
fantastic rooms so would definitely stay in one again. The breakfast that was included was also fantastic. At the end of our
wedding as I hadn't had any buffet Martin advised I could order anything to the room complimentary if I wasn't which I
thought was so kind. I didn't take him up on this in the end but I thought it was a lovely gesture.
All our guests commented on how smoothly everything ran, how amazing the food was & how nice the staff where. My bridal
party also said how great you Sarah & Martin were throughout. I honestly can't recommend the Hilton enough for someone
else's wedding. The hotel is a great location & so beautiful. The staff are amazing & I couldn't have had a more perfect day so
thank you!
I just wish I could do it all over again!
Thank you so much
Mr & Mrs Barber

